
U. tweeter ACCOUNT active on 05/01/2021: @ oyagaaayuyisaa  

All other active accounts are FAKE. 

Psychopathic forgers feed on credulity. Don't feed them! 

  

In particular, the forger @ 312-OAY.  

Several trusted people assured me that the account was genuine and that it had been 

validated. So I started reading its content. Very quickly incongruous elements caught my 

attention. Finally, after several days of investigation I unmasked fraud so 

sure.. . Unfortunately (and fortunately) some authentication credentials are known only to a 

few people and appreciable s only by experts, so I quickly helped confuse the forger. I am only 

communicating some relatively simple information. 

The easiest to understand are the results of the analysis of the linguistic profile of forger @ 

312-OAY. The analysis requires expert resources, but the results are simple:   

 The @ 312-OAY language profile shows that he is not British.  
 The @ 312-OAY linguistic profile shows that he is not American.  
 But: French!  

  

  

The Ummo-ciencias group validated the tweeter account of the forger @ 312-OAY on the 

basis of pseudo-evidences, which are not evidences. Only content analysis can establish 

evidence.  

 

A) Old validation keys (probably stolen) 

B) A hypothetical prior information dissemination (not demonstrated) 

C) An inaccurate astronomical map 



D) An identifying code in images (prior to the creation of the counterfeit @ 312-

OAY’s tweeter account)  

E) The Emerald Table   

F) Many other inconsistencies 

 

PS: As I have already verified, unfortunately, some people who supported the forger now 

have interest in continuing to support him, to not discredit themselves…. 

  

A) The validation keys for the @ 312-OAY account      

A number of people so blindly rely on validation keys, yet hacking those validation 

keys on a PC presents no difficulty for the @ 312-OAY hacker.  

Thus the hacker @ 312- OAY quietly suggest to gullible devotees he is originated 

from U. 

  

B) The  hacker @ 312- OAY    put up a webbot that recovers the fleeting messages that 

appear in the status of the real @OAY   account. 

Thus, a question asked about the metallicity of IUMMA in the night, with a 

1st fleeting response that no one will see, but that the hacker @ 312-OAY retrieved in 

the morning, to publish it by tweet on his own account at 9 a.m.    

  

Consider the absurd assumption that @ 312-OAY and @OAY are the same people. 

Now that the answer is in, why repost it on the @OAY account status at 12 p.m.?   

Obviously, the replay of the same information on @ 312-OAY and @OAY proves they 

are not related. 

Necessarily, because @OAY no want to be associated with the forger @ 312-OAY 



  

C) @ 312-OAY’s card (reverse colors for readability)    

 

@ 312-OAY tells us that 7 exocivilisations are 30AL from the sun.  

  

Manuel tells us that he has identified the 7 stars of the map:   

  

Manual # OtroMundoPf (@ manuelOtroMundo) has tweeted to 1 h 13 is Wed., Feb. 24, 
2021: I think this second star selection improves the pairings relative to your image. The 
change only affects the star number 2. 1—Beta Hidry (ZOEN?) 2—HD 4, 628 3– 107 Piscium 4—
YOOMA 5—Chara 6– 70 Ophiuchi A (Were these your first friends?) 7—HD 191,408—IOX 

(?) Https://t.co/6Qu3ge1YjJ  

(https://twitter.com/manuelOtroMundo/status/1364549092211363840?s=03)    

   

Does the identification of these 7 stars prove the authenticity of @ 312-OAY?  

Of course not.  

The right question that should have been asked to unmask (again) the forger @ 312-OAY , 
is:   

What are the stars with exocivilizations that we should have found on the map? 

  

Here is the map of exocivilisations that must be found at 50 LA.   

 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=fr&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://t.co/6Qu3ge1YjJ
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=fr&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://twitter.com/manuelOtroMundo/status/1364549092211363840%3Fs%3D03


 

 

We should therefore find at least 9 stars minimum:    

1- Sirius 8 AL       
2- Procyon 11 AL       
3- Tau Ceti 11 AL       
4- 70 Serpentaire 16 AL       
5- HR7703 19 AL     

6- IUMMA— Xi Bootis B 21 AL (see demonstration in Presence 2)       
7- Beta Hydri 24 Al       
8- P Eridani 26 AL       
9- 61 Virginis 27 AL       

 



I take the list from Manuel for readability. 

1- Beta Hidry (ZOEN?) => The positioning would rather be that of Mu Cassiope      
2- HD 4,628        
3- 107 Piscium      

4- YOOMA—      

a) very approximately Wolf 424, which is NOT IUMMA        

b) There no interest in putting a star which is not IUMMA!!!      
  

  
5- Chara      

6- 70 Ophiuchi A (Were these your first friends?)      
7- HD 191,408—IOX (?) => The positioning would rather be that of Alta ï r         

  
So 1 star out of 9 stars, with certainty. 
3 stars, out of 9 stars, being optimistic…. 
Obviously we are off the mark. . . @ 312-OAY’s card is a scam.  

  

So how did @ 312-OAY go about mounting his card scam?   

First it starts from an existing document from our friends. 

Card OT-87 has 7 stars in pink and 1 star in blue.   

  
  

To be true, the scam must be reminiscent of something already seen. 

7 stars of one color and 1 star of another. The atmosphere is calm.  

It remains to place them with a small attractive message that has an air of déjà vu. . . 

   

 

 

 



D) some images of @oyagaaayuyisaa have identifying codes “212 OYA” and “312 OYA”. 

Most likely this is the "release difusion note" given by a U. supervisor or perhaps the 

signatures of the creators of the images for tracing and identification. There is no 

reference to the old oomo-toa account in those pictures. 

 

212 ou 312                  212                         312                  212                   312                     212 

It seems that 2 U. supervisors alternate, which is consistent with the management of the 

OAXIIBOO account. 

The counterfeiter @ 312-OAY created his account…. 5 days AFTER being inspired by the 

1st publication of OAY.   

 

E) The Emerald Table   

With this completely incongruous element for our friends from U. the counterfeiter 

@312-OAY did not resist the esoteric temptation and letters alpha, omega, etc.   

 

F) Many other inconsistencies 

The tweets from the forger @ 312-OAY contain many more inconsistencies that many 

people have identified, especially since all the typical symbols of our friends from U. are 

being used in a very, very exaggerated manner for this obvious manipulation ... 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_d%27émeraude


 

but all this is covered up and totally ignored ... Why ? 

 

  

Goodbye, zozo312!! 


